
oes������mean�a��res��start��or�your�sta�� ��ase��

or��i���irin��pus�es�to��ro��your�insurance�fi�rm��
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un�air�termination���or�example.�

Suzanne Rupert, Director of Recruiting for Eli Global, 

joins us to debunk some major HR myths to give you the 

strategies to best manage employees while protecting 

yourself against liability.





 It’s not only ‘bad’ employers that get sued. The 

hard truth is that no matter how great an employer you 

are,�you�could��nd�yourself�with�a�federal�lawsuit�on�

your�hands�from�an�angry�employee.�And�a�claim��led�

against you via the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity 

Commission would be incredibly pricey to deal with, not to 

mention a PR nightmare. 

According�to��upert,�one�often-overloo�ed�employer�fau��

pas�is�the�issue�of�compensation.��Some�employers�are�

unaware�that�is�it�illegal�to�forbid�employees�from�tal�ing�

to each other about their salaries and compensation,” 

Rupert says, although this is something that still 

fre�uently�occurs.�

�uring�the�hiring�process,�it�s�illegal�in�some�states�to�as��

how much a candidate is currently earning, she points out. 

��he�thought�around�that�is�employers�could�o�er�lower�

salaries to someone based on previous income.” 

�f�course�you�d�

put a major lawsuit or big problem employee in an HR 

specialist�s�trusty�hands,�but�the�mar��of�a�truly�resilient�

insurance�company�is�being�fully����compliant�across�

the board. This means ensuring a compliant interview 

and�hiring�process.��or�e�ample,�standard�interview�

�uestionnaires�show�that�you�have�been�fair�because�all�

applicants have had the same opportunity to answer the 

same��uestions.�An����e�pert�will�also��now�what��ind�

of�behavioral�interview��uestions�to�as�,�says��upert.�A�

s�illed�interviewer�will��now�how�to�as���uestions�that�

reveal how a candidate handles stress, whether they have 

leadership potential, whether they’re team players, and so 

on,�she�adds.�And�when�an�interviewer��nows�how�to�elicit�

the�right��inds�of��uestions,�you�are�all�the�more�li�ely�to�

end up hiring the highest quality employee.



 Yes, maintaining a 

respectful and professional workspace is important 

and will reduce the number of incidents related to HR 

compliance. It’s also just an overall good idea, to boot. 

But it’s always important to STAY ALERT AND RESPOND! 

If you’re made aware of something, you can’t just 

pretend it didn’t happen. You have to investigate it. 

Having normalized HR policies in place during the 

hiring and termination processes are also important 

preventative measures that will protect your company 

against future issues. Exit interviews, for example, go 

a long way toward staving off retaliatory actions. Don’t 

wait to clean up messes when you can take proactive 

actions to prevent them in the first place.

On the contrary, having a 

dedicated HR professional frees up time and space for 

managers and other employees to focus on growing 

and�maintaining�the�company�most�e�� � ciently.�An����

professional will be an expert in updated laws and 

regulations, and how to comply. When you hire a new 

employee, there is a lot of documentation and oversight 

of follow-up record keeping that must follow strict 

protocols. It’s going to be hard for someone who doesn’t 

have HR experience to process all the required hiring 

documents�such�as�the��-��that�must�be��� led�within�

three days of hiring, Rupert cautions. You need someone 

to�manage�personnel��� le�retention�and�understand�

security�so�the�con��dentiality�of�the�documents�

isn’t compromised.





Ensure equal treatment of similarly situated 

individuals. It’s a good idea to take a hard look at your 

demographics and hiring trends so you’re aware of and can 

correct biases that could get you in Title VII trouble.

Update your manual: Have you got an obsolete employee 

manual���a�e�sure�your�manual�re�ects�your�current�

philosophy as a company to include your commitments to 

protect employees against violations of their Title IV rights. 

Invest in HR professionals who know what 

they’re doing: HR specialists are people specialists. In 

those instances where you do have a situation arise, you 

want someone available to handle it with a cool head, plenty 

of respect, and an understanding of human behavior. You 

don�t�want�amateurs�handling�problem�employees�or��ring�

them. An HR professional will know how to impose discipline 

in a professional, impartial manner. 

Be Careful About Salary Discussions:  

Regarding compensation disclosure compliance, Rupert 

says, “One way to navigate this is to provide a salary 

range for a position and ask if that range would be 

acceptable. The candidate at that time would either say 

yes or no. Sometimes the candidate will even volunteer 

their current compensation package, and it is okay to 

use that knowledge if it is volunteered.” She adds that 

employers will also need to remove salary history from 

online applications and requests because it cannot be 

asked on an application. 

Document, Document, Document: The importance 

of documentation in hiring processes and disciplinary 

action cannot be overemphasized. Keep good records of 

your company’s adherence to protocol! 

Running a company that supports HR compliance in all aspects will make your life easier  

in the long run. Here’s some parting advice on easy steps you can take:


